
TechAhead Named Top Global Mobile App
Development Company
In its yearly announcement of B2B
companies that are global leaders in their
category, Clutch has included TechAhead
among the leading developers.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, UNITED
STATES, December 1, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Every year,
Clutch brings out an annual report of
the leading B2B companies from
across the world, recognizing them for
their expertise in their category. The
Clutch list, which is announced every
November, is based on research of
companies in four main categories,
including Advertising and Marketing,
Creative and Design, Developers, and
IT and Business Services. The
companies are evaluated not only on
their expertise but also on their ability
to deliver.

This year, TechAhead has earned a spot in the list of the best performing mobile app
development companies in the world – a recognition of the company's commitment towards
creating the best solutions for its clients. Speaking at the occasion, TechAhead CEO, Vikas
Kaushik said, "We are honored to be recognized by Clutch as a leader in our category. The Clutch
annual report is a prestigious list, and we consider this an accolade for our commitment to
deliver quality solutions to our clients."
While companies can list for free on Clutch, only those that are leaders in their category make it
to the annual report. The list, which covers 4 main categories, recognizes the expertise of around
700 companies across 65 subcategories. This year, as a new addition to the annual report, the
Clutch 1000 will be announced to recognize the top companies with the highest scores on
deliverability.

The Clutch Global Leader title is not easy to achieve. The scores are based on several criteria,
including verified reviews, the company's client portfolio, the range of services offered and the
experience in these services, and the company's visibility and reputation in the market. Clients'
opinions play a significant role in the selection of the Clutch Global Leaders.
About Clutch: Clutch is a firm into B2B research, ratings and reviews. Based in Washington, DC
the company aims to help small and mid-sized businesses to find the best fit for services such as
marketing, advertising, design, development, IT, software and consultancy.

About TechAhead:

TechAhead is a mobile consulting, design and development company with a global reach.
Through apps, the company has created success stories for both fortune 50 companies as well
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as startups. The team follows an approach of bringing app ideas to life by nurturing it through
each stage of development from concept to the end-user experience. By having created several
notable apps across platforms and technologies, the company has gained recognition from
Clutch, Sourcelysis, Best Web Design Agencies and Red Herring, among others. While the team is
proud of its achievements, they are also humbled by the appreciation they have received, and it
serves as inspiration for crafting more success stories for their clients.
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